Report of the 
Vice-President (Operations and Sustainability) 
Fall 2023 General Assembly
Overview

- Portfolio
- Building
- Operations
- Sustainability
- Miscellaneous
Office of the Vice-President Operations and Sustainability

● Manage the use of the University Centre
  ○ Coordinate the physical development of the UC
  ○ Space allocation

● Oversee the management of the Society’s business operations
  ○ Food and beverage operations
  ○ Rentals and space bookings
  ○ Minicourses

● Represent Members on University bodies in charge of space and operational planning

● Operationalize the Society’s commitment to environmental sustainability and physical accessibility
Building

University Centre

- Space management
- Student Group Space Agreements
- Accessibility Audit
- Management Agreement with University
- To come: Gender neutral bathrooms throughout UC
Operations: Gerts

Our friendly student cafe and bar

- New branding guidelines for bar and cafe
- New opening hours
  - Cafe till 9/10pm, Bar till late
- Gerts’ Ambassador Program
- New signage
- New menu
  - 20% student discount
  - 40% off during happy hour
- To come: Mocktail Menu
## BREUVAGES

### DRINKS

| GOBLET JETABLE COMPOSTABLE | + 0.35 $ | + 0.28 $ |
| CAFÉ FILTRE | FILTER COFFEE |
| Petit | 2.25 $ | 1.80 $ |
| Moyen | 2.75 $ | 2.20 $ |
| Grand | 3.25 $ | 2.60 $ |
| ESPRESSO DOUBLE | DOUBLE ESPRESSO |
| 3.00 $ | 2.40 $ |
| AMERICANO | 3.00 $ | 2.40 $ |
| MACCHIATO | 3.25 $ | 2.60 $ |
| CORTADO | 3.50 $ | 2.80 $ |
| CAPPUCINO | 4.00 $ | 3.20 $ |
| VOILE BLANC | FLAT WHITE |
| 4.00 $ | 3.20 $ |
| CAFÉ LATTÉ | Petit | 4.00 $ | 3.20 $ |
| Grand | 4.35 $ | 3.45 $ |
| MATCHA LATTÉ | 5.25 $ | 4.20 $ |
| CHOCOLAT CHAUD | HOT CHOCOLATE |
| 4.50 $ | 3.60 $ |
| MOCHA | 5.75 $ | 4.65 $ |
| LATTÉ À L’ANGLaise | LONDON FOG |
| 5.95 $ | 4.76 $ |
| CHAI LATTÉ | 6.00 $ | 4.80 $ |
| LATTÉ CURCUMA | TURMERIC LATTE |
| 5.00 $ | 4.00 $ |
| CHAI LATTÉ DIRTY | CHAI CHAI LATTÉ |
| Dirty | 7.00 $ | 6.32 $ |
| LATTÉ CURCUMA DIRTY | TURMERIC CHAI |
| Dirty | 7.50 $ | 6.40 $ |
| THE GLACE | ICED TEA |
| 2.50 $ | 2.00 $ |
| LAIT DE SOYA | SOY MILK |
| 0.25 $ | 0.20 $ |
| LAIT D’AVoine | OAT MILK |
| 0.50 $ | 0.40 $ |
| GLACE | ICED |
| 0.25 $ | 0.20 $ |
| CREME FOUETTEE | WHIPPED CREAM |
| 0.75 $ | 0.60 $ |
| SIROP ARÔMATISÉ | FLAVORED SYRUP |
| 0.50 $ | 0.40 $ |

## DÉJEUNER

### BREAKFAST

| BISCUITS | COOKIES |
| MONSTRE | MONSTER |
| TRIPLE CHOCOLAT | TRIPLE CHOCOLATE |
| CHOCOLAT BLANC ET MACADAMIA | WHITE CHOCOLATE MACADAMIA |
| DOUBLE CHOCOLAT & MISO |
| DOUBLE CHOCOLAT & MISO |
| SARRASIN ET PÉPÉTES DE CHOCOLAT |
| BUCKWHEAT CHOCOLATE CHIP |
| PATISSERIE | PASTRIES |
| CROISSANT | 2.75 $ | 2.12 $ |
| CHOCOLATINE | 2.75 $ | 2.12 $ |
| PATISSERIE TOMATE ET OLIVE | TOMATO OLIVE PASTRY |
| 6.00 $ | 4.80 $ |
| PATISSERIE PÈPINARDS ET FÉTA | SPINACH FETA PASTRY |
| 6.00 $ | 4.80 $ |
| BRIOCHE À LA CANNELLE | CINNAMON ROLL |
| 4.95 $ | 3.96 $ |
| GALETTE JAMAICAINES | VÉGÉTALIENNES |
| 5.00 $ | 4.00 $ |
| VEGAN JAMAICAN PATTIES | 9.00 $ | 7.20 $ |
| POINTE DE FOCCACIA |
| 3.50 $ | 2.80 $ |
| GRUAU MATINAL CLASSIQUE | CLASSIC MORNING OATS |
| 6.00 $ | 4.80 $ |
| GRUAU FROID TRICHAMPS | TRIPPE BERRY OVERNIGHT OATS |
| 6.00 $ | 4.80 $ |
| BOULE DE CRÈME GLACÉE | SCOOP OF ICE CREAM |
| CHOCOLAT ou VANILLE | Chocolate or vanilla |
| 3.00 $ | 2.40 $ |
| AFFOGATO |
| 5.00 $ | 4.00 $ |

## SANDWICHES

### SANDWICHES

| FROMAGES GRILLÉS | GRILLED CHEESE |
| LE CLASSIQUE | THE CLASSIC |
| Chèvre fromage | cheddar, saumon, raifort, viande, végétarien |
| LE DÉJÉRÉE | BREAKFAST |
| Avec œuf | cheddar, saumon, raifort, viande, végétarien |
| LE FRANÇAIS | THE FRENCHISH |
| Avec confiture | framboise, marmelade, miel, jaune |
| LE QUÉBÉCOIS | THE QUEBECISH |
| Avec moutarde | cheddar, saumon, raifort, viande, végétarien |
| LE VÉGÉSALE | THE SALTY VEGAN |
| Avec noisette, haricots, pain blanc |
| SANDWICHES |
| QUESADAO |
| 9.50 $ | 7.60 $ |
| L’AVEIRNE BLBLLENT | BRIGHT FUTURE |
| 9.50 $ | 7.60 $ |
| JURASSIQUE PORC | JURASSIC PORK |
| 9.50 $ | 7.60 $ |

### EXTRAS

- 20% off

## SALADES + BOLS

### SALADS + BOWLS

| SALADE AUX POMMES ET NOIX | APPLE AND WALNUT SALAD |
| 11.00 $ | 8.80 $ |
| SALADE GRECQUE VÉGANE | VEGAN GREEK SALAD |
| 11.00 $ | 8.80 $ |
| BOL DINER DE RIZ | LUNCH RICE BOWL |
| 11.00 $ | 8.80 $ |
| BOL TOMISON | TOMISON BOWL |
| 11.00 $ | 8.80 $ |
| BIBIMBAP VÉGÉ | VEGGIE BIBIMBAP |
| 11.00 $ | 8.80 $ |
| SALADES D’ACCOMPAGNEMENT | SIDE SALAD |
| 4.50 $ | 3.60 $ |

## SALADES

### SALADS

| MON PETIT CHOU à LA MENTHE | MY MINTY SWEETHEART |
| 4.50 $ | 3.60 $ |
| TAPPOULÉ AUX PETITS POIS | SWEET PEAS TAPPEAU |
| 4.50 $ | 3.60 $ |

---

**20% de rabais** sur tous les plats sans viande et sans lait de vache. 20% off on all meatless and dairy-free dishes.
Operations: Events and Minicourses

Room bookings, rentals, fun courses

- Event contracts
- Room rental cost revision
- Equipment cost revisions
- Les Fermes du Marche
- Imaginus
- Minicourses
  - 11 for fall, courses start Oct 16th
Sustainability

- Newly hired sustainability commissioner
  - Budgeting and action plan for the year
- Campus crops
  - Daycare coordinator hired
  - Rebranding
- MOOS
- Sustainable Consumption and Disposal Committee
- SPF Fund
A little more…

- IT @ SSMU
- Finance
- Legal
- McGill Committees
  - Principal’s Prize Selection Committee
  - Senate Committee for Physical Development
  - University Health and Safety
Questions?

Please reach out to operations@ssmu.ca for any questions/concerns, as well as to book an appointment.

Looking forward to hearing from you!